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Where do all these guns come from?
Who is bringing them here? I want

you to find him, CaPtain Toqaz
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NCaptain ToPaz is
the Head of the Police'
He is in
the Minister's office.
The Minister is angry.

These boxes are heavY todaY!

A lorry stoPs.
The driver takes
a big box
into the factorY.



(are foltowing me.

Two men in a grey car
are watching his lorry.
They are following him.

Can we tatk to You, Please?

They are policemen.
They want to look inside the boxes in his lorry.

Now you can help us. We want to put this little radio
inside the box. Then we can listen on our radio.

OK. I'll help you.

The policemen want
the lorry driver to help them.
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The driver takes
the next box
to another factory.
The little radio
is inside the box.
The driver leaves
the box at the factorY.

OK. Let's get these boxes oqen. Good! The guns!

The policemen
are outside
the factory.
They are listening to
their little radio.
They can hear
a man's voice.
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Topaz always buys good guns for us!.

Policemen know about good guns!

Then they hear the name of the head of the gang'

And they know his name, too! lt is Captain Topaz

the Head of the Police!

Topaz? Captain ToPaz,

the Chief of Police!
What shall we do now?
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READING TASKS :

A.

factory E lorry I boxes n driver n car fl radio E

B. Are these,sentbncesl.right or,,wrong?

1 . The boxes on the driver's lorry are always very heavy.

2. The driver sees two men in a grey car.

3. The two men are following the driver and watching him.

4. The man are policemen. They are looking for guns.

5. The policemen find some radios inside one of the boxes.

6. The name of the head of the gang is Topaz.

7 . Topaz is the name of the Minister.
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